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Testing Overview

This test plan addresses the test runs to verify the correct installation of Release 1110. The test is made up of the following components:

1. VSAM Control Table Initial Load (LOADVSM)
2. VSAM Control Table Update Process (RUN010)
VSAM CONTROL TABLE (CTL) INITIAL LOAD (LOADVSM)

**Description**

This job loads the VSAM Control Tables.

The System Messages updates are already reflected in the particular PDS member used for the loading of the VSAM Tables.

**Verification**

Ensure that the VSAM Control Tables have been successfully restored by verifying normal completion of the job.
VSAM Control Table Update Process (RUN010)

Description

This job updates the VSAM Control Tables via input transactions.

Verification

In order to assure successful installation of PPCB02, verify the error messages on the following reports:

**PPP0100**

01-496 - LAT EFFECTIVE DATE IS NOT WITHIN ONE YEAR OF CURRENT YEAR

01-519 - LAT SICK UTILIZATION FACTOR IS ZERO; NO ASSESSMENT WILL BE MADE

01-522 - LAT ADDING REC 1 THAT EXISTS OR REC 2 THRU 6 WITH NO REC 1

01-525 - LRT EFFECTIVE DATE IS NOT WITHIN ONE YEAR OF CURRENT YEAR

01-534 - LRT UNLIMITED MAXIMUM ACCRUAL FOR VACATION OR PAID-TIME-OFF

01-532 - LRT ADDING EXISTING HR OR 00 REC OR REC 01 THRU 99 WITHOUT 00

**PPP0198**

01-552 - BOTH HOURLY RATES AND HOURS TABLE FOR SAME LRT KEY

01-568 - LAT TITLE TYPE INVALID FOR TUC/SHC COMBINATION